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HolySh1T_oken
is a DeFi community project in which all decisions are made by a fair voting system. 
Additionally, allowing each user to generate passive income both in BNB and other 

cryptocurrencies. 

Token Contract: 0x487667c92fb1b3fc2dd4374ce6fc373d20f020fc
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Where did the idea come from?

Token
HolySh1T_oken

This project was created to reward token holders with a 
different currency than the token they hold in their 
wallet. When a trader has purchased and holds 
HolySh1T_oken, systematically their wallet is credited 
with additional BNB that comes from transactions on 
PancakeSwap as well as profits generated through our 
NFT platform. 

We will expand access not only from the Binance Smart 
Chain, but also from ERC20, unlocking access to most 
cryptocurrencies listed on the market. 

We also wanted the investors and community to have a 
real impact on the development of the whole product, so 
we will create a dedicated voting system. This is where 
key decisions will be made. 



Details & Presale

Token
HolySh1T_oken

Tokens: 1,000,000,000
50% Presale
35% Liquidity Locked
1% Presale fees
4% HolySh1T_oken Studio
5% Airdrops
5% Marketing

Upon completion of the pre-sale, 70% of the funds will 
be automatically locked into the PancakeSwap to create 
liquidity

All wallets participating in the presale will be entered 
into a drawing for 3 prizes: 3000$ , 1500$ and 500$ in 
Binance Coin (BNB).



More Bonuses & Giveaways

Token
HolySh1T_oken

In addition to the passive income that is automatically 
generated for all HolySh1T_oken holders [described in 
detail on the following whitepaper pages], we have also 
prepared additional bonuses! 

Once a certain number of HolySh1T_oken holders are 
reached, winners will be drawn to receive additional BNB 
and more! 

50,000 holders – 50,000 $ in BNB
250,000 holders – 100,000 $ in BNB
500,000 holders – To celebrate reaching 500,000 holders 
we will draw one person to win… Porshe Taycan Turbo S 
Cross Turismo 560 kW/761 hp - fully electric !



Appropriation for awards 
Where do they come from? 

Each transaction on PancakeSwap is split between:
- topping up the BNB pool [5%]
- adding liquidity to the exchange [5%]

NFT Platform:
- Every item put up for sale by HolySh1T_oken that is sold is split comparatively between: topping up 
the BNB pool [50%] and adding more liquidity to the PancakeSwap exchange [50%].
- The platform charges a fee for each item put up for sale, which is also divided between: topping up 
the BNB pool [10%], adding liquidity to PancakeSwap [10%], and [30%] is used to buy back 
HolySh1T_oken tokens and redistribute them to our users. 



Release of BNB funds
When and how much BNB is per holder?

Pool recharges from transactions and the NFT platform are updated on a daily basis (Monday through 
Sunday - that's how long each pool cycle lasts). 
Holders HolySh1T_oken receive BNB in their wallets every Monday - automatically. 
The amount of BNB received depends on the % value of HolySh1T_okens held. The % value of owned 
tokens is calculated based on the total supply, as up to 90% goes to market! 50% in pre-sale is available 
to investors and another 40% is added on PancakeSwap automatically after pre-sale. 

For example:
You hold 2% of all HolySh1T_oken in your portfolio, so every time the BNB pool is released, you receive 
2% of the total funds raised. 



Expanding access to crypto at ERC20
What exactly is it about?

Initially, all HolySh1T_oken tokens and the functionality of the NFT platform form a prize pool in BNB, 
which is natural due to the use of the Binance Smart Chain. 

Ultimately, we want to create an algorithm that, based on decisions made through the voting system, 
will implement the purchase of new currencies, including those created on ERC20. 

This means that users will be able to receive almost any cryptocurrency listed on the market to their 
wallets once a week. 



Passive income in BNB and other
How does it work? 

Depending on the % of HolySh1T_oken token held, holders receive additional cryptocurrencies once a 
week. You don't have to take any action in relation to this. The whole process is fully automated. 

Additionally, we protect the project against Whales. Mechanisms are in place to prevent a single holder 
from owning too many coins. 



Command center for HolySh1T_oken 

Voting System 
HolySh1T_oken

This is where the heart of the project will be located. 
The administrative part, where each token holder is a 
decision maker in matters undertaken by the project.

Every user who owns even 1 token has the right to vote. 

Here together we will make decisions about:
- entering the exchange
- Items that we will create and then put on the NFT 

platform
- what functionalities to build
- how to develop token
- what marketing activities to start
- much more... 



Operation of the voting system
Balancing the voting power between holders

The voting power was balanced between holders of more and less tokens in their possession. 

The algorithm and system is much more complicated, but roughly we can make the following 
assumptions for easier understanding:
0-0.99% tokens - 1 vote = 1 vote 
1-3% tokens 1 vote = 1.5 votes
3.1-5% tokens 1 vote = 2 votes
5.1-10% tokens 1 vote = 2.5 votes 
Above 10% tokens 1 vote = 3 votes



However, the strength of a holder holding 1 token may be higher over time than a holder holding 10% 
of all tokens. 

The system will internally read and review ideas, votes cast on winning proposals, and engagement. 

For example, a user who has successfully helped implement the best solutions and actively participated 
in product development will have a stronger vote than a holder with 10% tokens who is passive and has 
not taken any steps to improve the product. 

You don't have to worry about being left out of any voting, making important decisions, or the 
strength of your vote dropping because you missed something. On the site you will be kept informed 
about all the work in progress and those to be undertaken in the near future. In addition, you will get 
permanent access to check your voting power, rank and engagement (according to the algorithm) in a 
simple and graphical way. 

The voting power system and the entire algorithm is built in such a way that Whales or people with 
more tokens cannot manipulate the project and its operations, which are only geared towards rapid 
token value growth and not primarily towards stable growth of the overall product. 



Examples of votes
What will the voting process look like? 

For example:

Voting on changing the cryptocurrency that users want to receive:

1. Users submit proposals to change the currency within a month. 
2. The currencies that have been proposed several times (repeated with the highest frequency) are 
presented to the community in a voting system (e.g. 5 cryptocurrencies to choose from + 1 option to 
stay with the current currency if the 5 did not meet the expectations of all voters).



3. With each choice, the user sees a complete set of information regarding the currency and the 
specifications for changing it:
- the number of new coins received (compared to the average received in previous months)
- costs connected with purchase of coins, shipping (how much profit will increase/decrease in 
comparison with the current currency)
- links and necessary materials to help in verification of new proposals (why such changes make sense 
and will bring more profit)
4. if the currency has been chosen and users want to change the current cryptocurrency to the new 
one, in the next step they vote on the % split. Do they want the currency to be adopted in its entirety 
(make up 100% of the passive income) or is it to be combined with the previous currency in a 50/50% 
ratio. 
5. The whole voting process takes place a week before the close of each month. The new currency is 
included until further change requests are made and the change is voted on. 

Submitted coins must recur at x frequency to enter the system as potentially attractive.
In order for the process to be successful, x% of holders must vote and the winning design must have a 
minimum vote of 50% (+1 vote) of the x% of holders participating. 



NFT platform
What exactly should it look like?

The basic premise of the NFT platform and its functionality, are standard as for other well-known 
products like „OpenSea” (selling graphics, music, animation, etc.).

But we want to go one step further. 
First of all, to provide the possibility of selling Video and Animation in the form of films. The system will 
enable the logging author to use authorization via YouTube, Instagram, TikTok - from where the user 
will be able to send their materials to our platform. The algorithm will verify whether the user is 
actually the author of the material, checking the channel from which he shares materials, the number 
of views, etc. Upon sale, the NFT token (along with the entire copyright transfer policy) will be 
automatically assigned to the materials. 



Our products on the NFT platform
What can we do? 

In truth, there are many possibilities that we will want to raise with our community and vote on the 
best options.

We have some interesting proposals e.g.
1. Providing product updates in the form of animated short videos (with dedicated characters 
representing HolySh1T_oken).
2. Creating an animated series about cryptocurrencies, where we will create a story based on events 
from the community and market. Humorous and satirical way of presenting how public figures behave, 
or what actions other projects take. 

Everything will be voted on and you will see the results on our social media channels. 



Period Q3 2021 - Q1 2022 

Roadmap
HolySh1T_oken

Q3 2021
- Launching a website
- Contract Deployment
- Marketing awareness of the product
- Airdrop for the community
- Completion of DxSale pre-sale
- Entering PancakeSwap
- Adding to CoinGecko, CoinMarketCap
- Conducting HolySh1T_oken audit
- 10,000 Telegram Members
- 10,000 Twitter Followers
- Release of the BETA version of the voting platform
- First vote on listing on new exchange



Period Q3 2021 - Q1 2022 

Roadmap
HolySh1T_oken

Q4 2021
- Release of collectible NFT videos / animations
- Collaboration with well-known people in the industry
- Influencer marketing push
- Release of the BETA version of the NFT platform
- Publishing the voting platform [full version]
- 50,000 Telegram Members
- 50,000 Twitter Followers
- Community votes system
- Entry to major exchanges
- Option to reward investors additionally in other 
cryptocurrencies than HolySh1T_oken and BNB



Period Q3 2021 - Q1 2022 

Roadmap
HolySh1T_oken

Q1 2022
- Release of the final version of the NFT platform
- Cooperation with artists around the world (music 
industry, influencers)
- Spreading awareness among public figures about 
the possibilities of selling unique items
- Aggressive marketing: online and physical banner 
ads in different parts of the world, sponsored ads on 
TV and in local newspapers
- 150,000 Telegram Members
- 150,000 Twitter Followers
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Token Contract: 0x487667c92fb1b3fc2dd4374ce6fc373d20f020fc

Thank you ! 


